
 
 

Schematized Recovery Packet 
 

1) Introduction to the Schematicized Recovery Packet 
 
2) “Schematized Recovery” 

 
3) “The Complete Picture” Schematic with six paragraphs (back) 

 
4) “Deconstructing Insanity” Schematic with “A Crime Scene Reconstruction Inventory” 
 

5) “First Aid for Adult Children” Schematic with “The Consciousness Process” and “Recovery                   
     Overview” 

 
6) ACA Fellowship Text (The Red Book) 
 

7) “Giving Memory Its Sting” (PowerPoint slide) 
 

8) “The Sequence of Withdrawal” (PowerPoint slide) 
 
9) “A Three Tier Model of Addiction and Recovery II” (PowerPoint slide) 

 
10) “Letter to a Colleague”  

 
11) “Six Essential Therapeutic Tasks” (optional) available at: responsesidetherapy.com 
 

 
 

 
Additional Supplemental Items 

 

 
1) Technical Insert 

 
2) Staying Conscious, Sane and On Purpose 
 

3) Unconsciousness Process (and the Essence of Conflict Addiction) 
 

4) Questions and Considerations (for recovery) 
 
5) Thumbnail “Bang” 

 

 Decoder Addendum 

 Late Edition 



 
Introduction to the Schematicized Recovery Packet 

 
Goal Directed Behavior/Teleological Draw/Star Trek Attracter Beam 

 
 Over the years a great deal of research has been done in psychology on goal directed behavior.  One of 
the most significant findings about goal directed behavior is that a clearly articulated goal, that is kept “front 

and center”, will exert a teleological draw (like a tractor beam); things will line up to materialize the desired 
outcome or make the goal a reality.  This is why it is so important to have a clear, precise description of the 

desired outcome in trauma recovery (diffusion will create confusion).    
 
 Two things are crucial in taking a “walk talk” to a good outcome (making the transition, page 354, 

BRB).  The first is to get the “talk” right (an accurate description of traumatic etiology and its after-affects).  
The talk needs to accurately answer four questions; “What happened?”, “Where did it leave you?”, “What can 

you do to get better?”, “How will you know when you’re done?” (answers that re-solve the problem of how 
to; “Clear your head”, “Open your body”, “Rise above the demoralizing spirit of addiction”). 
 

 Secondly, the talk needs to spell out the steps to take that will result in dismantling and removing the 
post traumatic apparatus (habituated reactions) that keeps you in the repetition/retox/maintenance loop 

(detoxed and “unhooked”). 
 
 Remember, lousy (inaccurate) models of reality (sans trauma) lead to lousy (ineffective) practice 

which leads to lousy outcomes (no recovery draw, no progress [round and round, stuck in place, going 
backward], no success [except to stay stoned]). 

 
 

Something to Think About 

 
 Primary ontological security exists as an essence (a possibility).  Very rarely does it exist as a concrete 

state of existence (materialization).  Concretize the essence, make it really real. 
 
 All the work that went into creating the Schematicized Recovery Packet was done with a single 

purpose in mind: getting accurate answers to the four questions and then materializing the desired outcome 
(completing the transition): 

 

 A cleared head 

 A re-opened body 

 A removal of spiritual oppression 

 
Recovery consists of autoplastically re-adjusting a tightly wound, highly compressed system.  Do it carefully. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 
     

Schematized Recovery 
 

(ACA Convention 2007, 2008, 2009) 
An unofficial adjunct to the ACA Fellowship Text  

 

Overview 
 

Recovery Procession From: 
 
 The Drama Triangle To: the Recovery Square (a fourth option) to: the Re-Occupy/Integrity Circle  

(re-opened, de-toxed, conscious, relaxed, back online in one piece) – the “Complete Picture Schematic” 
 

Chart Your Progression Through The Procession! 
 
Back & Forth: 

 
1) Karen Horney’s neurotic styles (adapted to trauma recovery) 

 moving against (aggression), 

 moving toward (placation/propitiation – passive aggressive), 

 moving away (openly, inwardly [internal retreat]) 

 
 

2)   DT       Regression  RS  Procession         IC 
 

  
3) Regression/Procession/Stasis & Recovery  

 
Trauma – Adjusted                  Homeo – Stasis = 
Hetero – Stasis =                           good (open &                 

not so good               Regression (Re-Closing)           Procession (Re-Opening)         fluid) 
(closed & frozen/      

jammed/stuck) 
     
 
4) Chart your progression through the procession! 

 
 

Re-Solving: 
 
 Seabaugh’s 14 problems of vulnerability, and repairing the wear and tear brought on by the stress and 

strain or resistance (the nuts and bolts of recovery, [pp. 627-28, ACA Text].  This includes “flipping” both 
“Laundry Lists” and zeroing out the ACA equation (ACA Disease Model [pg. xxvi, ACA Text]) using 

Appendix A as a re-orienting guide. 
 
 



 
 

 
 

Sequence of the Schematics: 
 

 First – “The Complete Picture” (front and back – a comprehensive               

   dissociative transactions analysis) 
 

 Second – “Deconstructing Insanity” (with accompanying explanatory text of 
“A Crime Scene Reconstruction Inventory”) and with “The Other Laundry List” 

(victimizer standpoint) added in at 9 o’clock (to the right of “The Problem”), “The 
Solution” added in at far left of 12 o’clock (left of “The Basic Five”), and “The Flip-Side 
of the Other Laundry List” added in at 6 o’clock (to the right of “The Flip Side of the 

Laundry List”), descriptors of recovery and finish. 
 

 Third – “First Aid for Adult Children” (staying on course with “The  
 Consciousness Process” spelled out as an addendum to the      

 schematic and the “Recovery Overview” a concluding synopsis) 



 



 

 



 



 

 
 



 



 



 



 



 





 
 
 





 
 



  
 



Recovery Overview* 

 
 

Smith’s 1st and 2nd Laws of Addiction 

 
Smith’s 1st Law of Addiction: 

Dry drunk is first, substance abuse is later. 
 

Smith’s 2nd Law of Addiction: 

Technical sobriety is first, emotional sobriety is later. 
 

Substance abuse is an endo-mimetic condition (sympatho-mimetic, para-sympatho-
mimetic, opio-mimetic, benzo-GABA-mimetic) and is constructed on existing 
endogenous processes (internal uppers, downers, pain killers and thought regulators 

[stop, start, and focus]).  If substance abuse has not entered the picture, then things can be 
simplified to the following: internal intoxication is the problem, endogenous (emotional) 

sobriety is the solution. 
 
*Addendum to The Consciousness Process 12/08/10 

 

 

 

The Consciousness schematic and the Recovery addendum delineate basic trauma 
adjustment/recovery re-adjustment processes and dynamics that can be incorporated into 
any theoretical/therapeutic/recovery framework.  Endogenous sobriety is essentially the 

restoration of sanity and the recovery of consciousness. 
 

To summarize: 
 
(a) The primary post-trauma addiction is endogenous dependency which may or may not 

evolve into endogenous/exogenous dependency. 
 

(b) The Consciousness Process lists a number of universal recovery goals that would be 
part of any successful healing process.  These concrete biological markers can provide 
consistency in measuring and evaluating therapeutic progress and outcome. 

 
(c) The Consciousness Process offers a clear direction for healing without triggering 

somatic neophobia (fear of relaxation and going off guard; fear of dropping or 
dismantling the defenses). 
 

(d) Two trauma conditioned fears, post-traumatic thymophobia (fear of feeling) and 
somatic neophobia are crippling barriers to recovery that can be safely deconstructed 

through careful and systematic uncovery (deconditioning somatophobia). 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

ACA Fellowship Text (The Red Book)



 
 

 
 

 

   Giving Memory Its Sting 
   Tracing the Sources of Pain*   

 

   Muscles and trigger points 
 

   Sphincters and the gut 
 

   Stress and strain in the spine 
 

  Organ damage    
 

   * Continuous Activation of Pain Fibers (C-fiber re-stimulation) 
 
   * Androclesian School of Medicine (“Pull out all the darn thorns!”) 
 
                                                 
                                                                                                          20th Annual ACA Convention 2006 Revised 2/19/14 

       

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

    Sequence of Withdrawal I 
 

  

   Physical withdrawal  
    (flexor withdrawal) 

 

   Emotional & sensory withdrawal 

    (biochemical retreat from reality) 

 

   Cognitive withdrawal 

    (a retreat from conscious attending and conscious knowing) 
 

 

                         Conscious / Unconscious 
 

                         Crash to save 
 

The purpose of recovery, in a practical sense, is to reverse the protective sequence of 
withdrawal, to withdraw from withdrawal and become whole, alive and complete. 

 
 

 
 



 



Letter to a Colleague Concerning the 
Mechanisms of Release and Recall 

 
Martin R. Smith 

 
Recently I and several other people interested in reversing and 

healing the after-effects of trauma have been having success with an 
approach to trauma recovery I have been working to refine for a number 
of years now. The approach, Response Side Therapy, is an expansion of 
Marge Toomim’s Active Biofeedback geared directly to the treatment of 
post-traumatic conditions in people who were traumatized in childhood. 
Response Side Therapy was first introduced in a Journal of Humanistic 
Psychology article (Fall, 1993, Smith and Jones). Since that time I’ve put 
my time and effort into to making it a reliable, measurable (verifiable) and 
most importantly, safe and effective way to dismantle the post-traumatic 
adjustments people make to protect themselves in a consistently unsafe 
environment,  and then to assist them in reaching a state of primary 
ontological security (Laing’s beautiful vision). The restoration of ontological 
security is the conceptual framework of the therapy and the goal of 
recovery.  Practically, the basic idea is that you tend to the contracted and 
compressed trauma-conditioned/trauma-adjusted body first (response side) 
and the stimulus side (the dissociated trauma history) will emerge in the 
process. The following paragraphs from an article at the Response Side 
Therapy website (responsesidetherapy.com) I believe will give you a good 
overview of the therapeutic process:  

The idea for guerrilla recovery comes from a series of papers 
presented at several conferences focusing on trauma-induced 
dissociation. They are foundational papers tracing the 
development of an ontological therapy (Smith and Jones, 
Journal of Humanistic Psychology, 1993) designed for the 
effective treatment of people who are neophobically 
perseverating in a familiar cycle of trauma and shock 
characteristic of people who live in what R. D. Laing called a 
state of primary ontological insecurity.  

Laing's description of ontological insecurity as a progressive 
loss of relatedness to the self and others ending in chaotic 
nonentity parallels a description of a descent into compensatory 



shock following the maximal arousal of the sympathetic 
nervous system by pain. People who experience violence as 
children in the nuclear family, as in an alcoholic home, are 
trapped in the most exquisite and despairing double-bind one 
can endure — they are dependent on people who have caused 
them to lose a sense of security at a primitive level. Children 
who are abused by their caregivers are driven out of the most 
precious home they will ever have — their bodies.  

The purpose of ontological therapy is to assist traumatized 
people in going back home: to re-inhabit their physical being 
from which they were driven by thoughtless acts of violence 
perpetrated by people who were violated themselves as 
sacrifices on the altar of cultural insanity that we erect when 
we forget we are connected to one another by our common 
humanity. When we are dissociated from ourselves by trauma, 
we see the world in Buber's alienating categories of them and 
us. When we are able to work back through the divisive 
consequences of trauma and reconnect the numbed body with 
the dissociated lexicon of brutality, we emerge as a fully feeling 
being capable of making rational choices, which brings a sense 
of primary ontological security and the possibility of relating to 
others in an open, satisfying way (from Guerrilla Psychology 
and Liberation Therapy). 

The following workshop outline explains Response Side Therapy in clinical 
terms: 
 

Two Therapeutic Ideals in the Treatment of PTSD 
Martin R. Smith, MEd 

This workshop, which was scheduled to be presented in Austria 
at the 2006 Biofeedback Foundation of Europe Convention, 
summarizes the basic approach and purpose of Response Side 
Therapy. 

The purpose of this workshop is to introduce and discuss two 
therapeutic ideals in the treatment of chronic PTSD in adults 
who were abused as children, and to explore how treatment 
protocols may be designed to reach these ideals. The two 



ideals are 1) “no tension except tonus” and 2) “no arousal 
except by reality” (is it real or is it Memorex?). 

The first ideal focuses on the problem of pain produced by 
hyper-contraction and body compression and the need for 
thoroughness in relaxing the body armor. The goal of “no 
tension except tonus” is to reach a level of relaxation in both 
voluntary skeletal muscles and the smooth muscles of the 
alimentary canal so there is no excess tension. 

Because relaxation in a hyper-tense person is associated with a 
loss of control and a feeling of being endangered, Marjorie 
Toomim’s active biofeedback approach, with its emphasis on 
the underlying issues of dependency, trust and control, will be 
used as a model for therapy. The presentation will address the 
problem of distinguishing between the pain of letting go and 
holding on and what George Whatmore called dysponesis, or 
the misuse of energy, particularly as its refers to over control 
and the expectation of psychophysical collapse. Close attention 
will be given to relaxing the muscles and sphincters in the 
alimentary canal, the fear of involuntary expression, and the 
loss of motor inhibition. 

Reaching the goal of “no arousal except by reality” depends 
upon a careful uncovering of the layered defense system found  
in PTSD. The layers are arranged according to Pavlov’s order of 
conditioned stimuli. First order stimuli are the actual memories 
of abuse that evoke the strongest restimulation of panic, fear 
and rage. Second order stimuli are associated phobias, 
obsessions, dreams, and taboos, while third order stimuli are 
the worries and anxieties that beset everyone on a daily basis. 
Second and third order stimuli are used as screening material 
to cover and hold down first order memories. They hopefully 
stimulate enough arousal to stay above the deep despair that is 
at the heart of PTSD. Techniques will be presented for using 
biofeedback to safely guide the uncovering process by “dosing” 
the integration of traumatic memory. 

Survivors of childhood trauma have a profound lack of trust. 
They mistrust their abusers and those who allowed the abuse 



to take place. To stay safe they generalize the mistrust and 
stay on guard with everyone they encounter. The constant 
struggle by abuse survivors to keep repressed memories of 
abuse below the screen material creates considerable 
resistance, what Toomim called “going 90 miles per hour with 
the brake on”. Therapeutic efforts to uncover the defenses can 
cause an increase in resistance with an increase in painful 
compression and contraction in an attempt to get back on 
guard (The “Jo-Jo Response” : a negative reinforcement system 
– “Boy, that almost broke through my defenses!”). This 
increase in pain can be disorienting and cause a regression in 
time and place. It is crucial in these situations to assist the 
survivor in discriminating now from then and here from there 
and to recognize the emerging memories of injury and hurt are 
not evidence of danger in the present. Reorienting procedures 
for anchoring the disoriented person in the present will be 
described. 

Workshop participants are invited to share their ideas and 
experiences in achieving the therapeutic goals introduced in 
this workshop and to discuss ways to develop even more 
effective protocols for treating survivors of childhood abuse. 

References: 

Dychtwald, K. (1977/86). Bodymind. Los Angeles, Jeremy P. Tarcher 

Janov, A. and Holden, E.M. (1975). Primal Man. New York, Thomas 
Y. Crowell Co. 

Menninger, K. et al (1963). The Vital Balance, New York, Viking Press 

Smith, M.R. (2005). Marjorie Toomim: “A Remembrance” 
Biofeedback, (33) 2, 77-78 
 
 

 
 
 
 



In describing her use of biofeedback and psychomotor re-education in the 
treatment of trauma-engendered dissociative conditions Marge wrote that 
she focused on three underlying psychodynamic issues: dependency, trust 
and control. It’s possible to take these core issues and construct an 
ontological question children ask themselves: “Can I trust those on whom I 
depend for survival to control my internal and external environment so that 
I am and remain safe and secure?” If the answer is “no”, or a highly 
conditional “yes”, then children know that they’re in trouble. 
 
Perhaps the most profound failure in the modern era (post-Wundt and 
post-Freud) has been the failure of psychiatry,  psychology,  religion,  
philosophy and academia in general to isolate and accurately assess, 
identify, and measure and then acknowledge the sheer amount of 
coercion, force and violence that is used to socialize children and to control 
them after they reach adulthood (and to fully grasp the after-effects of 
such concentrated brutalization on the human self-system). The ontological 
question can be used to correct that failure and to construct a 
methodology for reversing the terrible consequences that come from the 
use of force and violence by authority to establish and maintain socio-
personal control. 
 
The following passage from Adult Children: Alcoholic/Dysfunctional 
Families, page 623; (2006) cites a crucial modification Hans Selye made to 
his general adaptation syndrome and links it to Marge Toomim’s 
recognition of paradoxical flattening (the ANS antagonism between 
sympathetic acceleration and protective parasympathetic braking/neural 
inhibition [or going 90mph with the brake on]): 
 

Hans Selye (1980), in an update of his general adaptation 
syndrome, wrote that the alarm stage could be divided into two 
phases: the shock phase and the countershock phase. In the 
shock phase, which he does not distinguish from the initial 
trauma phase,  he lists the various signs of injury: “tachycardia, 
loss of muscle tone, decreased temperature, and decreased 
blood pressure.” (p. 129)  This is followed by the countershock 
phase which is “a rebound reaction marked by the  mobilization 
of [the] defensive phase.” He adds that “most of the acute  
 



stress diseases correspond to these two phases of the alarm 
reaction.” (p. 129) In the resistance stage that comes after the 
alarm reaction, there is a “full adaptation to the stressor” with 
“an improvement or disappearance of symptoms” and “a 
concurrent decrease in resistance to most other stimuli.” 
(p.129) This is a great description of dissociative denial and 
mirrors Marge Toomim’s findings about paradoxical flattening 
(Toomim & Toomim, 1975). Exhaustion, collapse and death 
follow if the stress continues unabated. 

 
 
The thing that is important in this paragraph is Selye’s use of the term 
shock following emergency up-regulation of the body (alarm). This is not 
an idle, metaphorical use of a precise medical term.  Shock is a condition of 
inadequate tissue perfusion to the brain. He lists the markers of shock, 
tachycardia etc., that can result in collapse (fainting/coma). Selye 
emphasizes that most acute stress diseases correspond to the 
shock/countershock phase. 
 
I’ve come up with an operational definition of trauma (it’s in the 1993 JHP 
article), that makes it possible to count the number of trauma events a 
person has endured (and suppressed) and to determine when resistance 
has occurred (armoring, dissociation, neural inhibition [signal jamming], 
effective suppression). Trauma can be defined as the maximal arousal of 
the sympathetic nervous system by pain or the threat of pain. Whether by 
active abuse or malignant neglect, if a child’s nervous system has been 
peaked by endangerment or harm and has been forced into a 
compensatory collapse, then the child has been traumatized. That is the 
event to which everything else is then post. 
 
Carl Rogers wrote that in a person, who is open to experience, 
environmental stimuli would be relayed through the nervous system 
without distortion by any defense mechanism. This too can be turned into 
a question: what can happen to a person that would make it necessary for 
the nervous system to be closed to the experience? I believe repeated 
trauma events or trauma “strikes” is one answer. 
 
 
 



Arthur Janov and Michael Holden were quite specific in explaining how our 
nervous system works to protect us from overwhelming pain/alarm signals. 
Here’s an excerpt from a paper I presented that summarizes their work: 

 
The work of Janov and Holden (1975) may help to shed more 

light on the process of repressing painful feelings resulting from 
childhood trauma.  Janov makes an important distinction between 
“consciousness” and “awareness.”  Consciousness is a state of the 
organism, not a brain phenomenon alone.  Awareness is a moment-
to-moment process which always has a content.  Janov writes that 
when content is directly related to subconscious processes, there is 
consciousness.  When content is unrelated and only symbolically 
derived from the subconscious, there is only awareness.  Awareness 
denotes disconnected thought processes while consciousness 
denotes when those processes are fully connected.  For Janov, 
mental illness is an altered state of consciousness.  “Painful realities 
are automatically and reflexively withheld from consciousness by 
certain structures of the brain…” (p. 2)  “Unconsciousness 
represents a breakdown in the integrative capacities of the brain…” 
(p. 3)  When the integrative system is overwhelmed by the blocked 
pain of early trauma, it becomes shunted into alternate cerebral 
pathways rendering the person, in that sense, unconscious.  “Curing 
mental illness means altering consciousness so that awareness and 
consciousness merge rather than diverge as they do in neurosis and 
psychosis.  This means changing the integrative relationships within 
the nervous system.  Without that basic and profound change, I 
submit, there can be no cure for mental illness.” (p. 5) 

 
Janov continues that the reticular activating system supplies the 
“energy” of feeling and when it is disconnected from higher centers, 
this energy is experienced as “amorphous tension.”  Only certain 
areas of the cortex can control the activity of the reticular system.  
One of these is the frontal cortex.  The limbic system, situated 
between the cortex and reticular system, integrates input from both 
the frontal cortex and the reticular system.  Janov notes that a good 
“fronto-limbic connection” can stop the reticular activation.  
Conversely, childhood pain, stored in the limbic system can only be  
 
 



defused by a frontal connection.  Thus, childhood trauma is always 
pushing to get through to conscious awareness while the frontal-
limbic connection is waging a war to keep the pain repressed. 

 
This “closing”, surge-protecting/signal blocking function of the nervous 
system is a straightforward process. Its basic structure and component 
parts have been understood for decades (Melzack and Casey’s pain-gating 
theory, the work of Guillemin, Schally and Pert on endorphins and 
endogenous painkillers, the seminal research of Cannon and Papez on 
alarm arousal).  The paralyzing, debilitating effects of attempting to “out-
run” and hide from pain, alarm, anxiety and despair (and traumatic 
content) have been examined and dissected from the time of  Freud and 
his circle, up to his revisionists: Fromm, Horney, Sullivan, Dollard and 
Miller, and continuing with the existential-humanists: Laing, May and  
Maslow, on to the present with the work at Saybrook, the AAPB and the 
emerging critique of the APA’s nosological stranglehold with its book of 
fiction, the DSM (I can imagine that deep down Rogers would want to toss 
out the whole manual). Freud’s most loyal disciple, Sandor Ferenczi, even 
had emergency equipment in his office to use in case one of his patients 
went into shock. 
 
Penfield noted that he felt a great sense of relief when he realized the 
brain elaborates upward, going from the simple to the intricate. What has 
been consistently missed over the years in dealing with the confusion of 
contending theories and their practical implications,  and in trying to make 
sense of the mountains of research,  is the essential simplicity of the 
defensive process of shutting down and going offline. The brain elaborates 
upward and default is always down. If the neocortex can’t come up with 
and implement the best (or adequate) solution to reality demands, the 
brain will default to rote, habituated, inflexible and subconscious “security 
operations” to meet the demands. If the “habit brain” fails to “fix” the 
situation, the brain stem will over-ride the upper brain activity and throw 
the circuit breaker (the vagus nerve will discharge, the blood vessels will 
dilate and the person will drop to the floor – the bottom brain will crash the 
system to save it). 
 
 
 
 



In practical terms (the only terms that ultimately matter in recovery) Ed 
Wilson’s brilliant use of the flexor withdrawal reflex to explain trigger point 
formation and perseveration  can be expanded into a model that both 
explains the trauma necessitated sequence of  “withdrawing from reality” 
and the reverse sequence of re-opening to experience and coming all the 
way back online (of safely moving the disavowed life experience – the 
trauma and trauma adjustment/trauma accommodation history – back into 
consciousness). 
 
This uncovering process requires a careful removal of the 
covering/screening material (Janov’s awareness symbols) and an equally 
careful  “unjamming”/disinhibition of the blocked pain/alarm signals, so 
that the hidden, sequestered and vulnerable, terrified “vital child” part of 
the self can come up and out. 
 
There are two components of dissociated experience, content and 
sensation, and there are there five stages of re-association: 
           

1) dissociated/symbolic (start) 
2) emotive disclosure 
3) dis-embodied recitation (content without sensation) 
4) embodied recitation (this is hard at first; stages two and three can 

jump back and forth) 
5) conscious, neutral, linear narration (the covering symbols have 

been removed and the covered life history has moved from the 
habit brain storage area up into cortical consciousness – the 
bottled-up, amorphous tension of suppression, Janov’s state of 
awareness, has been permanently discharged and the system is 
relaxed and unguarded – Laing’s state of primary ontological 
security) 

 
To get back to the flexor withdrawal model and to start moving to the 
technical question I have for you about neural inhibition and muscular de-
contraction – there is a point to all this foundation building! – I’ll explain 
how the instinctual retraction of a limb, to get it out of harm’s way, can be 
expanded into a model of dissociation, re-association, and full recovery 
from childhood trauma. 
 
 



In a limb that is defensively withdrawn (when a hand is pulled back from a 
hot stove), the acidic waste products built up during the activity are 
removed by the blood after the emergency is over, and the limb is relaxed. 
Children raised in a hostile, unpredictable, reactive and perpetually 
endangering environment, with no exit, have bodies that are constantly 
braced and never relax except when they are exhausted, knocked out or 
chemically anesthetized (the markers of PTSD). 
 
As Ed Wilson detailed in his monograph, a constantly stressed muscle will 
protect itself by encysting the waste products in a knot (trigger point) 
much like an oyster forms a pearl. These painful knots send signals to the 
spinal cord attempting to get into the neural traffic traveling to the brain. 
The best outcome  would be for the signals to reach the neocortex and for 
the rational, analytical part of the brain to arrive at, and carry out a course 
of action that successfully resolves  the pain producing, anxiety provoking 
situation. 
 
For children trapped in a social environment that is endangering, neglectful 
and non-responsive (to safety/security needs), pain/alarm signals come 
from all over the armored, contracted body. Only the most urgent signals 
receive undivided cortical attention. 
 
A considerable amount of the pain signals coming from the contracted 
musculature is blocked at the cord and put on hold. The signals are 
rebounded back to muscles with the message to protectively “splint” the 
pain-producing sites by re-contracting the already braced areas, and a non-
resolving, reverberating pain circuit is maintained. It’s no wonder that the 
body of a traumatically dissociated person who is employing a countless 
number of distracting symbols to cover and screen the first order memories 
of trauma, is locked in an agonizing state of amorphous tension. 
 
The basic example of the flexor withdrawal reflex is the withdrawn limb. 
This can be extended to a turning away of the body to avoid harm and 
injury. The extreme limit of protective physical withdrawal is the fetal 
position. The only option beyond complete physical withdrawal is a 
biochemical retreat from reality – the “surge and cascade of ‘inner drugs’” 
that accompany the experience of extreme duress and forces a retreat into  
 
 



symbolic distraction and dissociative amnesia. The “inner drugs”, internal 
uppers, downers, pain-killers and thought regulators, are what make it 
possible for a traumatized child to stagger up off the mat (Selye’s 
resistance) and “play hurt” until exhaustion or traumatic repetition/re-
enactment compulsions close the show for good. 
 
Reversing this “withdrawal from reality” or “withdrawing from withdrawal”, 
re-opening the body and coming all the way back to complete 
consciousness and systemic relaxation (no tension except tonus), can be 
called a flexor relaxation model of recovery (awareness to consciousness, 
tension to relaxation). 
 
Aldous Huxley said the brain acts as a “reducing valve on reality”.  It seems 
he was right. Art Janov and Michael Holden examined the gate closing 
possibilities at the top and bottom of the brain (frontal-limbic, reticular 
system). Ed Wilson looked at signal blocking much further downstream at 
the main trunk line (the spinal cord). 
 
The most important place for neural inhibition is the synaptic cleft itself 
where the neuro- transmitters inhibit nociceptive signals in the nerves 
closest to the pain production sites. The most obvious place to make an 
effective therapeutic intervention is the actual locations around the body 
where the pain is coming from (the actual sites where the pain of 
compression, injury and damage is being generated). Even though authors 
like Janet Travell, David Simons and Bonnie Prudden have exhaustively 
studied and mapped out trigger points locations and their referred pain 
patterns and even though comprehensive charts for surface EMG 
placements are available, theorists, researchers and practitioners have 
been remarkably unthorough in locating and mapping contributing pain 
sites and rigorously checking to see if their interventions are actually 
reducing and eliminating nociceptive stimulation and re-stimulation. 
 
The reason this Androclesian  approach to therapy is so important (“locate 
and pull all the darn thorns!”), is that by easing and eliminating the 
problems at their source (icing, warming, stretching, soothing) the sum 
total of signals pressing for registration, recognition and action would be 
dramatically reduced and the need for suppressive, defensive action would  
 
 



be equally reduced. Ideally, there would no longer be distortion in the 
nervous system and there would be a clear channel to and from the brain 
(a complete openness to experience). Objectively, the muscles would be 
de-contracted and unknotted, the spine decompressed, the nervous system 
disinhibited and the trauma history would be fully conscious and 
decathected (no wallop). Overall the system would be de-pressurized. 
 
Children raised in a traumatogenic environment are situationally dependant 
on those who pose the greatest threat to their survival and ontological 
well-being. They are forced to acquiesce to the reality avoidance demands 
of their providers and accept the meeting of their basic needs in whatever 
way and on whatever schedule it is given. Traumatized people require the 
assistance of trustworthy others to uncover, confront and break free of the 
internalized, irrational demands from childhood and then discover they can 
“trust their gut” to make the choices that lead to “the good life”. They learn 
that they can love and care for themselves and are finally able to answer 
their ontological question in the affirmative. 
 
Carl Rogers knew about biofeedback directed therapy and wrote something 
to the effect that his ideal would be to enter a person’s domain so carefully 
that “the needle doesn’t move” (this was in a paper I found during a visit 
to “the Center for the Study of the Person” years ago – unfortunately, it’s 
buried somewhere in my den so I can’t give you the title). It is in keeping 
with this spirit of carefulness that I ask the question about neural 
disinhibition and muscle release at the end of the following short letter I 
put together some time ago (at last!). The recovery process can be 
completed without answering the question. However, given the power of 
the suppression process, the volatility of the uncapped up surging 
emotions, and the amount of ontological hurt that needs to be soothed and 
healed, anything that adds a degree of control is important: 
 

Dear __________ , 
 
Here’s the letter I put together that lays out the background for 
the question at the end of the letter. 
 
The reason I am writing to you is to see if you can provide an 
answer (or direction to an answer) to a thorny question I have 
encountered about neural transmission. 



First the background: 
 
(Starting with the previous paragraphs on Art Janov and 
Michael Holden) 
 
Charles Kelley, in a Journal of Humanistic Psychology article 
(Fall 1972), pointed out that a significant problem with Janov’s 
Primal theorizing was his failure to adequately acknowledge his 
debt to Reich and the importance of the body. Primal pain is to 
a considerable extent the cumulative amount of nociceptive 
signals surging up from a chronically contracted and 
compressed body. These signals are jostling and screaming  for 
attention from a beleaguered and overwhelmed neocortex 
(looking for conscious ego control with an adequate solution). 
 
Signal suppression and blocking at the spinal cord and at the 
limbic system create a logjam resulting in a subcortical standoff 
between ascending exhibitory and descending inhibitory 
energy. Exogenous chemical assistance (substance abuse) and 
periodic, compulsive pressure reducing act-outs can offer 
temporary relief. But, as Paul Revere and the Raiders put it, 
“the kicks just keep getting harder to find”. 
 
What I’ve discovered is that the logjam can be un-jammed and 
the signals brought through in a more orderly, manageable way 
when the pain is reduced locally through extensive icing and 
very careful stretching and range of motion exercises, done in 
conjunction with body soothing and body comforting  
interventions. I called this response-side intervention (JHP Fall 
1993). When you can’t make sense of the stimulus complex 
plaguing a person, you can always bring relief to the body. This 
is particularly true when you use biofeedback as a guide, like 
Marge Toomim’s active biofeedback (Smith, 2005). 
 
The problem is that relief and relaxation usually trigger a back-
on-guard response. Therapeutic progress is perceived as a 
threat. This evokes what Freud referred to as secondary 
anxiety: unfocused anxiety that occurs when the defenses are 
about to fail. Automatic (habituated) efforts to reassert 



protective denial and dissociation are what keep people from 
moving from Janov’s state of awareness to consciousness. 
 
All of what I’ve shared so far is in preparation for posing my 
question. When the ascending exhibitory energy pushes 
through the fronto-limbic block and energy and content emerge 
into consciousness (affect + memory = completed experience), 
the inhibiting musculature actually moves. Motor enpression 
gives way to motor expression. This is quite evident in the 
muscles of vocalization and the supporting apparatus of 
breathing. 
 
Otto Fenichel recognized, years ago, that Freudian repression 
was motoric inhibition and Peter Levine’s running bear seems to 
bear that out (bad pun!). This is Reich’s expansive self and 
Marge Toomim’s release of the brake (Toomim’s research on 
ANS antagonism, “going ninety miles an hour with the brake 
on”). Sullivan notes the marked muscle tension in catatonics, 
and any number of body-oriented theorists has called attention 
to the dramatic muscle release in abreactions. I saw this as well 
at the Primal Institute. 
 
What I can’t figure out are the connecting mechanisms. How 
and why do the holding-back muscles’ stretch receptors 
activate and release the contractions at the precise moment 
symbolic content pops through the fronto-limbic block into the 
clarified memory of consciousness? Bioelectrical surge and 
hydro-mechanical release happen simultaneously. What are the 
mechanisms and processes linking body expansion/release and 
conscious recall? 
 
I would very much appreciate hearing your thoughts on the 
problem. 
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“Six Essential Therapeutic Tasks” (optional) 

available at: responsesidetherapy.com 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 
Technical Insert:  Please Don’t Read 

     Answering the Unasked Question – “How many strikes did it take to produce the trauma divided self?” (The Tangibility Quotient) 

Markers of Progress/Completion: 
 

 Absence of chronic inhibited (incomplete) nociceptive signal 
generation, transmission, registration 

 De-escalation of tension, pressure, pain spiral (step down amygdala) 

 Disinhibited nervous system (trauma blocks removed) 

 Uninhibited motor expression/exhibition (moving in space [outside], 
walking and talking; moving in place [inside], breathing and beating 
your heart) 

 The nucleus accumbens no longer rewards amnesia and numbing 
(“learned” instincts) 

 
TPPFC = D = G.A.T.A.S. (following Selye, 1980) 

 

Tension, Pressure, Pain, Fear, Confusion = Dope  = General Adaptation, Trauma Accommodation Syndrome 
 

It’s your habit to break 
 

 Note: addiction “pleasure” masks primal pain. Retreat and liberation are not the same thing. Hint: to “unhook”  

 pinpoint the pain production (and make the intervention right there). Don’t force your   drugstore to go global.     

 You don’t want to pass out while you’re coming to (don’t slip yourself a mickey) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Staying Conscious, Sane and on Purpose in Making the Transition (service essentials) 

 
 

“The purpose of ACA is three-fold: to shelter and support “newcomers” in confronting “denial”; 
to comfort those mourning their early loss of security, trust and love; and to teach the skills for 
reparenting ourselves with gentleness, humor, love and respect.” Page 82 ACA Text 

 
“We give service just by being present to support and encourage other members of the program as 

they make the transition from frightened adult children to whole human beings who are capable of 
acting with the spontaneity of a child and the wisdom of a mature adult.  This central concept 
underlies and supports all forms of service.” Page 354 ACA Text 

 
“They are, as well, ways to describe the manifestation of two therapeutic ideals: no excess tension 

in the body and a neutral reaction to symbolic associations and mental representations of trauma.” 
Page 622 ACA Text 
 

“The goal is to reach a place where the madeleines of trauma and the imagos of internal addiction 
no longer carry a sting.” Page 622 ACA Text 

 
 
 Basic Question for Committee and Service Board People: How do we support our 

members as they make the transition to wholeness themselves and as they support and encourage 
others in moving out of their prison of isolation, pain, fear and confusion (reunification of the 

trauma divided self and liberation from deception and denial – freedom from trauma bondage and 
trauma bonders)? 
 
Note : With liberation the present will not have to be run through the filter of the past. 
 
 

 Specifying Your Trauma Reproductions:  Components of family trauma transfer – these 

are: repetition of dialogue (self  talk and self recrimination), re-creation of scenes (the symbolic 
movies in the mind) and situations (with real-time “stand-ins” - the “Replacements”) which 

together can be called “The Distractors”, the recapitulation of emotions (feels the same) through 
the reconstitution of the biochemistry (internal uppers, downers, pain-killers and thought 
regulators) and reconfiguration of the body (held the same way), all of which is called the process 

of traumatic reproduction (Freud/Ferenczi).  The Complete Picture 
 

 Guiding Question for Specifying Your Reproductions:  How many knots are in your head 
and how many knots are in your muscles? 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
The Unconsciousness Process 

(“Would anyone like another brownie?”) 
 

Adhering to the Doctrine of Denial (dysfunctionalism) 

 
 Threat (of traumatic intrusion) = alarming re-presentation/re-registration of traumatic past, 

perceived/believed to be unprocessable (annihilatory overload/psycholeptic crisis/chaotic 
nonentity)          re-stimulation of trauma reproduction habit (“product” of the addict societys’ 
customized trauma-tweaking of factory original) =  repetition/retox/reinstatement of heterostatic, 

trauma adjusted status quo = knocked out, numb, and resubmitted to insanity (statistically normal 
in a “pathology of normalcy”). 

 
 Note: the degree of tension (and relaxation) is the key indicator in reciprocal inhibition 
(Wolpe’s idea that you can’t be tensed and relaxed at the same time [mutually excluding states of 

being]). 
 

 Precise, ongoing monitoring and measuring of the post-traumatic vigilance sequence – 
tensed, braced, guarded, armored (literally wearing your trauma reproduction “habit” [Reich’s 
character armor]), and it’s reversal back to relaxed and okay (re-cognized and re-sensitized), is 

both a life detecting and lie detecting process.  The life detecting process          detecting, finding 
and freeing the vulnerable parts of the self hiding and sleeping (and now trapped) inside the suit 

of armor.  The lie detecting (and refuting) process   DISPROVING the lie that staying 
bottled up, braced and anesthetized is your best (or only) hope. 
 

 



Questions and Considerations (for recovery) 
 

 

 Can the approach get the contracted, compressed trauma-locked self safely unlocked and 

back to open? 

 Re-association of dissociated parts (a critical aspect of recovery) – trauma arrested parts 

of the self are caught in a non-resolution re-stim/doping loop waiting for a liberated 
part(s) of the self to come back and resolve the arrestment and then guide each unhooked 
part forward to join the conscious present self.  

   

      Philosophical note: personal re -unification and reunion with the source of life itself (conscious         

      contact) is the final synthesis in the Hegel dialectic. 
 

 Layered and compartmentalized – the architecture of the post traumatic defense system 

 Disguises ignorance and denial don’t work very well in keeping the elephants away 
because the elephants are in your head.  You might as well acknowledge the thundering 

herd. 

 Sense and sensibility (“All is sensation”) 

 
 Receive the raw report (unfiltered sense registration). 

 Accurate interpretation (endangering, non-endangering, could be endangering [keep 
an eye on it]). 

 Respond autonomously (to secure phylogenetic ontological security [actual present 

time security]; Basic Five adequacy) react agentically (to secure/maintain the 
“secure” ontogenetic insecurity of the addict society (dope and denial). 

 Subtract out one up-pushing pain contribution sight subtract out an equal amount 
down-pushing repression/inhibition.  Keep subtracting until there is zero excess 
tension in the body ignoring chronic/ongoing nociceptive signal generation for parts 

of the body that are tense, compressed, contracted, distressed, wounded and injured 
does not make for a stable state of basic wellbeing. 

 

 An important question to ask about any particular neuropsychological research finding; is 

 the research (about neural structure, dynamics and processes [perception, transmission, 
 reception, decision making, behavior]) being employed to clarify/facilitate rational 
 decision making, and effective, therapeutic caretaking/caregiving or to block, thwart and 

 undermine facilitation, are not applied at all?  To what end the research?  Dope? No 
 Dope? What good is it? Ensnared by the lie or moving to consciousness and okay. 

 A not impossible choice: choose to be liberated from the lie (accept all of what was – 
 “for-give” the past and everybody in it including yourself). Then choose to be securely 
 and consciously present at your happy destination (of re-occupation, reunion and freedom 

 from bondage). 

 Final thought:  “what Hamlet and Shakespear couldn’t see” (the limitation of the anti-

 libidinal ego [envisioning peace in the present]); you can’t shoot your way out of self-
 imprisonment. 

  
 
 

 
 



 
 

Thumbnail “Bang”! (Getting Closer) 
Closed Fist To Open Palm Secret Decoder Ring 

An Integrated Approach To An Integrated Self 
 

 Making the transition by disobeying insanity --  no longer captive to the addict society’s 
lie that dope is your best hope (reproduction). 
 

References/Key Word Tie Ins: 
 

1) “Service Allows Us To Trust Ourselves” – transition, Chapter 10, page 354, ACA Text. 
2) “Six Essential Recovery Tasks” (Disobedience) – disobeying, “Deconstructing Insanity”      
schematic. 

3) “The Essence of Conflict Addiction” – lie, “The Unconcsiousness Process”. 
4) “Completing The Circle (in the Cycle of Violence)”, first paragraph, - reproduction, “The 

Complete Picture”, schematic. 
 
Regarding Schematicized Recovery Approach: 

 
Don’t dys-integrate the integrity of the schematics (pieces out of context) – you’ll lose a lot. 

 
5 Key Questions To Ask Concerning Any Recovery Approach, Process, Therapy: 
 

 What happened? 

 Where did it leave you? 

 What can you do to get better (to make the nots and the knots go away)? 

 How will you know when you’re done? 

 With both symbol based screenings/distracting repression (layered) and primals/reflexive 
non-symbolized (primitive) repression the salient question remains the same: “What is/are 

the specific target(s) (Androclesian) of sensory/motor blockades/inhibition.  Where does it 
actually hurt (all the pain generation sites that cause Melzak and Casey’s pain gates to 

close and muscles to spasm)? 
 
The recovery process thats implicit in the Orange Book (Red and Yellow combined) is explicit in 

the manuals.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 
Late Edition 

 
“Bang” 

 
 Primary Reproductions: The bottom line trauma events (actual episode) pushing for re-
cognition (mind) and re-entry (body).  Their emergence out of the compartments and the threat of 

their delayed surge up through the cover/screening layers trigger (restimulate) the organized 
(habituated) re-suppression, re-tox maintenance reactions. 

 
 Carefully accessing, uncovering, and unhooking, the traumatic re-productions and safely 
completing the emergence/integration process (re-solution) is the purpose and goal of recovery. 

 
 

Technical Underpinnings (optional reading) 

 

 The human self-system has a central processing unit encased in bone (brain, spinal 

cord/skull, column) with wires hanging out of the CPU to receive reports on the system-wide state 
of affairs (okay, not okay) and feedback on how action decisions (or inaction decisions as the case 

may be) are working out (better, worse, no difference). 
 
 There are three levels of command and control available in the adult CPU – analytical, 

habituated, reflexive. 
 

 Dysfunctionalism is an endochemical addiction.  Functionalism is a matter of withdrawing 
from conditioned reality avoidance and returning to a state of un-addicted consciousness (re-
opened to experience or un-impeded state/action signal relays, coming and going, and un-

impaired operation of the decision/action/evaluation/correction apparatus [all three of the 
command and control levels working together to maintain phylogenetic psychobiologically 

rational instinct-based ontological well being. 
 
 

Recovery Condensed  

 

 “Revealed” into consciousness, “resurrected” from the deadened.  The past fully re-
presented, openness and security fully restored (it is processable).  Here now and okay. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 


